
RANDOM CREATIVE WRITING TOPIC GENERATOR

Story Idea Generator - Random Story Maker - Novel Prompts - Create Storyline Ideas - Movies / Film Plot Lines - Story
Titles - Book Plots - Creative Short Story.

The Vessel: Write about a ship or other vehicle that can take you somewhere different from where you are
now. Maybe it was a dip into a pool on a hot summer day, a drink of lemonade, or other situation that helped
you relax and start again. Slogan generator to start thinking creatively again by genre. The years it took to
destroy society was completely planned. When they go to buy another, the owner recommends a very specific
book. Go Fly a Kite: Write about flying a kite. Your character needs a near miracle to pass their trial. Then
they come across a town that seems unchanged, inhabiting seemingly normal people. They float atop the
ocean, traveling hundreds of miles a day, all while its citizens go about their everyday life. Jewelry: Write
about a piece of jewelry. I Believe: Write your personal credo of things you believe in. It soon becomes
increasingly clear that they might not witness it in its entirety. Sugar: Write something so sweet, it makes your
teeth hurt. Opt for an unexpected and different journey and outcome many fantasy novels follow a similar
formula Write what you want to read! Creative Writing Prompt A creative writing prompt gives you a tiny
fragment that you will expand into a full-blown story. What does it say on the chalkboard? Your character and
their brother have always been best friends. We'll help you set the scene then build characters, describe them,
name them, and work out how they fit together in an interesting story. The Unrequited love poem: How do
you feel when you love someone who does not love you back? Once inside, the direction of their entire life
changes. Wishful Thinking: Write about a wish you have. Your main character did â€” and they grew up to
marry their childhood sweetheart. Games: Write about the games people play â€” figuratively or literally. Who
does it belong to? Magic: Imagine you have a touch of magic, and can make impossible things happen. Book
plots are a political topic generators out to be hilarious. Write about it! Learning how theme of your job is a
story titles, fiction writing story ideas: create slogans around a first line. As an Amazon Associate I earn from
qualifying purchases. Some generated content parodies existing styles and artists, whilst others are based on
original structures. This is why fantasy is my preferred genre to write in. Venturing outside is dangerous and
rarely done. What adventures might be waiting? Trust: Write about putting trust in someone. They think they
smellâ€¦weird. Write about a character who embarks on a quest to locate a special type of rock that lights fires
almost instantly â€” something their settlement needs. After light testing, they accidentally discover that the
local baker has a massive, dangerous, potentially even deadly secret. Sonnet: Write a sonnet today. She knows
those rules. Turns out, your character is immune to the substance. When they notice their absence for a week
straight, they decide to find out who they are. One day the town wakes to find it pulverized, reduced to
nothing but dust and sand. Write about how your character had been studying their whole life.


